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Arising Frcm Vorious Sources (1890-1960s)
Rogers (2003,

pp. 4445) Iists nine independenr origins of difusion

research, from anthropology (Wissler, l9l4) a.nd rural sociology (Ryan &
Gross, 1943) to public health and medical sociology (Menzel & Katz, 1955),

most of which originated berwcen 1900 ard 1950 (cf. IGtz, Levin, & Ham,

ilton, 1963). Two initiatives staad out among rhese equals.
The French sociologist Gabriel de Tarde (1843 1894) was the first to
consider innovation as a general phenomenon over a wide specmrm of

Users have lately been confronted with an increasing number of new medta
for boti interpersonal and mass communication, namely in the context of
the World Wide Web and mobile communication devices and sewices. To
investigate why users choose a specific new medium for tie fust time, how
these choices spread within a social system, and which choices follow in the
course the implementation process, this chapter draws on Diffuion of ltnooations Theory.

After an introductory overview of this approach's historical evolution,
central elements of diffusion research are explained, and their stengths and
drawbacks are discussed. The critique leads to three recent advances, namely
I) tlre integration of Social Net»orh Analytis (SNA) to describe diffusion, 2)
the complementation by social psychological behavior theories on individual
adoption decisions, and 3) the complementation t:y Userand-Grutif,cations
Approach (UGA), Cwbural Studies atd Sociology of Tuhnology as analytic
responses to t}Ie discovery that use$ actively reinvent innovatiorx. The fol
lowing empirical overview gives insights into relevance and findings on the
adoption and diffirsion processes involving media choice. Finally, prospects
on tlte approach's further development will be oudhed.

Evolution of an Approach
The evolution of diffusion theory so far car be described in three partially
o,,erlaPPing

l.

"tages:

arising ftom various sources from the end ofthe nineteenth century on

until the I960s,

2.

consolidation into one comprehensive research tradition from drc 1960s

3.

to the I980s, and
theorerical and methodological deepening of specifrc elements also
beginning in the 1960s, but still gaining momentum today.

domains, Using data liom public and economic statistics as well as observa
tions ranging liom Parisian streer life to ancient art, Tarde (1962 [1890];
1902) already evoked some of the phenomena constitutive of diffusion
research up to today such as, for example, the role ofopinion Ieaders and the
S-shaped course of the diffusion curve. Also, he considered media as objects
ofdiffusion, such as tclegraphs, printing, and the Phoenician alphabet.
The agricultural sociologists Ryan and Gross (1943) largely shaped diffusion methodology with their study of the diffusion of hybrid corn ämong
Iowa farmers (Rogcrs,2003; Meyer,2004; Lowery & deFleur, 1995). Meyer
(2004, p. 59) resumcs this methodology in five points: "1. quantitative data,
2. concerning a single innovation, 3. collected from adopters, 4. at a single
point in time, 5. after widespread diffusion had already taken place.,,

A ComPrehensive Reseorch Tradition (l 960s-l 980s)
Everett Rogers (1931-2004) consolidated the diverse threads of diffusion
theory in his seminal work Diffitsion of l*rroed.tions (1962), giving an over
view of more than 400 diffusion publications he found at the time. Rogers
positioned his book wirh four subsequent editions (Rogers & Shoemaker,
1971; Rogers, 1983; 1995; 2003) rot only as a "summary of past results,,,
but also as a "research map for future studies" (Rogers & Shoemaker, 197I,
p. 131). Thus, sflrdies kept accumulating up to the number of 5,200 taken
into account in the 2003 editioo (Rogers,2003, p. xviii). \4/hile media were
considered primarily as chanaels for the communication of innovations
(Rogers,2003, p. I8), they also played a role as objects ofdiffusion. Srudies
have traced the difusion of the Greek alphabct (Cook & Woodhead, 1959;
McCarter, 7974; Warner, 1980), printing (Eisenstein, 1969), early radio
technology (Lochte, 2000), the landline telephore (Fischer & Carroll,
1988), television (Brown, Malecki, Gross, Shrestha, & Semple, 1974;
I nboda, 1974; Gurevitch & Loevy, 1972; Singhal, Doshi, Rogers, &
Rahmar, 1988), video cassette recorders (Ohashi, 2003; Ironmongcr,
Lloyd-Smith, & Soupourmas, 2000), and the fax machine (Srraub, 1994;
Weerahandi & Dalal, 1992; Holmlöv & Warneryd 1990). Also, specific
media contents and formats have been the objcct ofdiffusion studies, such as
telenovelas (Singhal, Rogers, & Brown, 1993).
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The core assumptions of this "traditional diff:siol theory', (Dearing &
Meyer,2006, p. 30) will be presented in the respecrive section below.
Deepening of Specific Elements (1960s to present)
From about the 1960s on, specific questions häve been deepened through
concepts from outsidc diffusion theory:

.
.

.

Through which chanocls do innovatioos spread wirhin interpersonal ner,
worksf This question was addressed by Social Networh Analysis (SNA,
Coleman, Katz, & M enzcl, 1957 , cf. Y alente, 2006 ) .
lvhich factors determine the individual adoption decisionl Behayioral
theorieJ fiorm social psychology such as the Tlteory of Reanned. Action

(TÄ-4, cf. Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), and the Theory of PLanned Bebartior
(TPB, cf. Ajzery 1985) havc brought up models for this question.
In which ways do users modif,, innovations in the course ofrheir implemeltationf While the concept of reinietution (Rogers, 1983) is a first
response to this question from within diffusion theory, vadous external
approaches such as üerand-Gtatifi.catiou (UGA), Cubural Stad.ies ald
Sociology afTeehnologl have come up witfr further concepts.

Core Assumptions of Traditional Diffusion Theory
The classical tlreoretical corpus of Diffuiott of Innovati.otr.s Theory as it was
laid down by Rogers can be considered as a bundle of elemenrs containing
hypotheses, heuristics and methods from two sourccs: One is the rather
inductive generalization of existing approaches, and the other is thc theoretical foundation ofthe Lasswell formula from comrnunication theory (Lasswell
1948), which Rogers adapted as for structuring the findings.
Rogers describes his proceeding to generalize findings as a "mera- research,"
i.e- "tle synthesis of empirical research results into more general conclusions at
a theoretical level" (1983, p. I30). A maximum number ofstudies is revised in
content analysis, focusing exclusively on the question ofwhether they havc significant evidence to support specific generalizations, such as, for example,

'Earlier adopters have higher social status than later adopters" (Rogers &
Shoemaker, 1971, p. 357). As a result of this analysis, the 1971 edition of
"Diffusion of Inaovatioos" contains a "propositional inventory" of I03 ge[eralizations in terms of bivariate correlations, listing for each generalization the
number ofstudies supponing and not supponing it. A high number of empiri
cal evidence combined witi a high proportion of support permit us to judge
this generalization as "valid" ald eventually io consider it as a "principle" or
even a "lavr - ( Rogers & Shoemaker. l97l . p. 130).
In addition, Rogers and Shoemaker borrorv äom communicarion studies
to stmcture their generaiizations: They consider diffusion as a parallel to the
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communication process as expressed in the Lasswell formula (1948) and the
corresponding "SMCRE"-modcl (Source ,.> Message , Charnel --t
Receiver --> Effect): The inventor replaces the "source," the innovation the
"message," diffusion charnels the "chanlels," the adopter dre "receiver,, and
adoption the "effects" (Rogers & Shoemaker,l9Tl, p.2O).
Combining literature review and commurrication theory, Rogers proposes
a deflition of diffusion structuring the core elements of diffusion theory:
"Diffusion is the proccss in which an itnotation is communicated tirough
certajm cbanrrek oyet tirrle a$\ong the members of a social tysten, (F.:ogcrs,
2003, p. 5). The central dependent variable to most diffirsion studies is drza,
i.e. the rapidity in which an innovation is adopted. The innottation's charac
teristics, the com.wnication chanzalr applied and the characteristics ofpoteni^l adnPted as well as the overal\ social system are primarily considered as
factors influencing the time passing until adoption.

Time
Rogers reflects on "time" both on an individua.l and on a system,s level,
applying two heuristics to describe the process on each level.

The evolution leading to individual adoption-the innopation

d.ecision

T2rorrss-is considered as a consecution of 6ve stages: hno»led-ge of at inr.ova.
tion's existence and of its characteristics, /eru.atior al>ott the adoptioo decisroa, the decision to adopt or reject, iwpLementation as rhe process of putting

the innovation into use, and co*f,rmatiot through reinforcement of the
adoption decision or in case of discontent--{iscontinuiry (Rogers, 2003,
pp. 168 2I8).
'lhe diffitsioa of a successfirl innovation in a social system is a process
which Rogers describes in terms ofthe number and the consecutive segments
of adopters (Figure 16.1). For successful innovations, the number of adopters can be described in terms ofa bell curve, witi the cumulative number of
adopters representing an S-shaped diffirsion curve. Thus, Rogers (2003, p.
280) characterizes the evolution of adoption decisions as a series of individual adoption decisions determined by a normal distribution of the potential
adopters' determining characteristics. On this basis, Rogen (2003 , pp.267-299)
discriminates five categories of adopters, characterizilg each one of them
through one dominant general value inaooato* (ttenturesome), ear.ll dd.\pterr (respectful), ea y wajority (de\berate), late wajot"iry (skeptical), and laJrgards (tadriotal\. The panition is made on a purely statistical basis, by
marking standard deviations (sd) from t}le average time of adoption (!)
(Figure 16.I).
Rogcrs acknowledges tiat other factors may in{luence adoption decisions
beyond what is modeled in the normal distribution-by making an innovation more observable, morc usable through direct network effects (as is the
case for tele communications innovations; cf. Gurbaxani, 1990; Rice, Grant,
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Adopter Ätt.i6utes
The "innovativeness" is "the degree to which [a] unit of adoption is relatively earlier in adopting" (Rogers,2003, p. 22). Thus, "early adopters,, arc,
by definition, more innovative tharr "laggards." Rogers (2003, pp. 267,299)
proposes 22 generalizations on social and personal characterisrics coffelating

with innovativeness, such

as a 'high socioeconomic status. and a.,more
active and diverse communication behavior."

Socio, Systerr
Figure

l6.l

Adoption curve (Rogers, 2003, p. 281).

& Torobin, 1990; A.llen, 1988) or more affordable through indi
rect network effects such as scaling effects permitting the prodücer to reduce
the innovation's price (cf. Rogers, 2003, pp. 343 362; Mahler & Rogers,
Schmitz,

1999). However, he does not present mathematical models

for

dris

dynamic.'

To identify factors influencing both the individual innovarion decision
process and the diffusion, Rogers (2003) proposes to analyze characteristics
of the innotation, the eorntnu.niuttiln channels, t)rc ncial ylstew, and. the
adopters.

lnnovotion
Five perceived attributes of innovations influence the rate of adoption: relative ad,yantege cofipared to the status qu o ) cor pdtib;lit! with existing values,
past experiences and Ir.eeds, nialabilitl as the degree to which t}le innovation
can be tested without furrher engagemeflt to rse, obsertabiliry ar,d coruplexirr, the latter having a negarive influence on the adoption decision (Rogers,

2003, pp.219-266).

Finally, the social system as the contexr ro adoprion determines the patl-rs of
diffusion through its structure. A structural factor inlluencing diffusion is the
de$ee of horrrophil! with.in a social system, i.e. the tendency to communicate
arnong actors with simila-r characteristics (cf. McCroskey, McCroskey, &
Richmond, 2006): innovations are likely to spread within homophilous networks. Mearwhile, a certatn degree of hetelol)älly is necessary to permit innovations to enter into thesc networls: While people resembling each other
usually don't offer each other any'thing new) contact witi persons outside
homophilous networks-also denoted as weab ties (Granovetter, 1973)*
makes contact with innovation more likely. Overall, it is the socially more
established opinion leadert who influence others on their adoption decision
(Rogers, 2003, pp. 300-364).
The concepts outlined above make up a large part of traditional difusion
theory. Its current state can be summarized il the fotlowing words by Katz
(1999,p.1a7), indicating at the same time the need for further research: ,.I
think that the best we can say about rhe state of diffusion theory roday is that
there is ä more or less agreed paradigm-better, an accounting scheme that
allows for the classification of the wide variety of available case studies. Truc,
there is t}te general S curve i-n the adoption of innovations and its more
sophisticated elaborations; tiere is the general rule of trickle down from
higher to lower status; and there is the apparent need for reinforcemenr ftom
peers prior to adoption. But the serious work of theorizing is still undone.,'

Communicotion Chonnela
While mass media tra[smit awareness of the existence of ar innovation, inter
personal communication is more relcvant for the decision to adopt or reject
it (Rogers, 2003, pp. i68-I75). Coffesponding to this generalization,
Rogers also states that cosmopolite communication (interpersonal communication with others strange to the local network) rather influences the knowl
cdge of an innovation while localite communication affects the decision iself
(Rogers, 2003, pp. 207-208).

Critique and Recent Advances
Critique has addressed normative issues, theoretical and methodological

ald the very meta-theoretical approach with which Rogers has consolidated the diffusion tradition.
issues

Normdtiye Bios fot lnnovotion dnd Diffusion
The normativc critique is most emphasized by Rogers himself. He denounces
a too optimistic view of innovations ("pro-innovation bias,,, Rogers, 2003,
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loGI18) throughout mary snrdies. Rogers (2003, pp. I30-I33) a-tso
rcproaches that many studies neglect the risks of social divides. These biases
may be due to the fact that diffusion studies arc often realized on behalf of

pp.

organizations trying to promote diffusion

of"their" innovation.

Theoretical dnd Methodologico, Stognotion
Moreover, critics denounce that "the number of diffusion studies continucs
at a high rate while the gro*th ofappropriate theory is at an apparent standstiil" (Katz, 1999, p. I45). Rogers himself notes in the preface of his sran
dard work's last edition (2003, p. xti): "we do not need more,of-the-same
diffusion research." Specifically, the low degree of elaboration of diffusion
theory's generalizations is criticized, which are almost completely restricted
to two variäble correlations and omit considering interrelations and moderat
ing effccts between variables (Schmidt, 1976).
As a further symptom of stagnation, Meyer (2004) diagnoses that rhe
methods are still coofned to what Ryan and Gross had done in 1943. Als<.r,
the degree of standardization is very low. A lack ofestablished scales for such

constructs as "observability"*as an innovatiol attribute-or "social
status"-as an adopter's characteristic-thus prevents comparison ofdifferent
studies' outcomes. Meyer (2004, p. 69) resumes: "Onc cannot help but
wonder whether the research questions asked over time have limited the
methods selected, or rather if the mcthods established early on have restricted
the research questions asked." The origin of boti shortcomings may lie on a
deeper level in the very epistemological proceeding which Rogers had chosen
to integrate the various approaches into one comprehensive diffusion theory.

lndu.tive Epistemology
Rogers describes his proceeding ro review a maximum number of studies irt
order to gain generalizations about in[ovation as a whole as "meta-rcsearch"

(Rogers & Shoemaker, 197I). This approach has been conresred for both
the way data are accumulatcd and the interpretation ofthese accumulations.
Rogers collects evidence by a simple "vote taking" (Glass, 1976, p. 6)
among existing findings, i.e. cormting how many studics show significant
support for a certain assertion and how many do not. This may be biased
because neither sample size nor the size of effecs nor t}te actual operationalization of constructs are considered in this method (Glass, 1976; Downs &
Mohr, 1976). Also the ptblication bias -i.e.. a tendency to prefer publications with significant outcom€s in submission and acceptance-may cause an
overestimation of hl,potieses' conG-rmations. In sum, you cannot tell if a
certain quota of confumation is due to vatiaoce in respect to the tieoretical
generalization or in respect to differences between studies h operatio[alization, sample size or other methodological artifacts (Downs & Mofu, ).976).
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Moreover, Rogers interprers the number and proportion of confirmative
findings as indicators for a theoretical assumption,s degree of ,,validity,,,
insisting that 70 percent confitmarion represents satisfactory validity (Rogers,
19831, p. I32). From a critical rationalist point of view, such an interpreta,
tion is problematic: If studies show that a general assumption does not
account for all innovations, tüs assumption cannot be held up at all, but
needs to be revised, confined in its range, or replaced by alternative assumpdons. Atüibuting this importance to falsification of hypotheses would-

according

to

Popper (1975)-have furthered t}le diffusion paradigm,s

evolution both theoretically and metiodologically. As the following sections
show, such an evolution seems to be on the way today due to the inregrarion
of new elcmcnts from outside diltrsion theory,

Recent Theoretical and Methodological
Advances in the Approach
As conceptual advances in diffusion theory, the iotegration of elements from
social-psychological thcories of behavior arrd liom §N,{ will be presented, as
well as the discovery of reinvention and potential approaches to enllance
research on this phenomenon.

Sociol Network Andfyris (SNÄ)
The concept of social networks was latent in the very 6rst diffirsion studics,
insisting on the interpersonal influence between adopters (Ryan & Gross,
1943), but was only explicated and differentiated as §N,4 matured. Valente
(2006) describes the eyolution in four steps: First, interpersonal influence was
discovered as arl important factor influencing the adoption decision, notably by
Coleman, Katz, and Menzel (1957) in their groundbreaking study on the dif
fusion of innovations among physicians. As a second step, stmctural models
were integlated during tie 1970s, permitting reseaichers to determine which
channels uansmit iffrovations in a network, and afirming the role of opinion
leaders, but also the importance of weak ties as bridges for innovation (Granovetter, 1973). These efforts were soon appreciated by Rogers (Rogers and
Kincaid, 1981) and accounted for in traditional diffusion research (Rogers,
1983). The drird step is marked by a focus on cdtical points in the difi-usion
process such as the take-off of arr jnnovation, when it has been adopted by a
critical mass of members ofa social system (Markus, 1987, d Schelling, 1978,
Mahler & Rogers, 1999) or simply reached a threshold value witlün the per
sonal network of a specific adopter (Valerte, f996). As a founh step, the
dynamic evolution of diffusion within networks is analyzed over time through
event history analysis (Marsden & Podolny, 1990). This approach enables con,
sideration of t}le specific distribution ofinlluential actors and ofthose susceptible to adopt a behavior at any given point in time (Myers, 2000).
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In general, ttte major contribution of SN-4 to diffiesion theory is that thrs
framework offers an extremely sharp set of empirical and analltical instruments permitting to differentiate, measure ald predict interpersonal influence
in the diffusion process.
So ci

ol-psy ch ol ogi col Theo ries

of

Beh ovi

or

To better describe individual adoption decisions from

ofview, diffr:sion theory

a

potential user's point

has been complemcnted by behavioral theories con-

sidering beliefs and evaluations towards adoption. While TÄ-4 by Fishbein
and Ajzen (1975) was t}re fust approach applying this conccpt to explain
behavior, most empirical studies today rely on the enhanced TPB (Ajzen,
1985), presented in detail in Hartmann (tiis volume). Other related concepts are tlre Technolog! AccrPtance Model (TAM, Davis, 1989) andj as the
larest, dte U*ified Tbeory of Ad.option end. Use of Tech*ology (UTAW, Yer,'
katesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis,2003). These approaches have also exp)icidy
intcgrated elements from Diffusion of Innotations rheory, especially innova-

tion attributes (Moore & Benbasat, I99l; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, &
Davis,2003).
Thus came studies on the adoption and diffusion of home computers
(Dickerson & Gentry, 1983; Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989; Lin, 1998;
Dutton, Rogers, & Suk-Ho, 1987; Moore & Benbasat, I99I; 1996), videotcxt (Mayer, 1998; Bolton, l98l), e-mail (Gefen & Straub, 1997; Straub,
1994; Dimmick, Kline, & Stafford,2000), the Internet with its different services such as e learning (Lu, Liu, Yuan, & Liao, 2005), e-commerce (Pavlou
& Chai, 2002) and instant messaging (Strader, Ramaswani, Sddhar, &
Houle, 2007), mobile telephones ard handheld devices (Lhg, 1999,2O00:,
Schenk, Dahm, & Sonje, 1997; Leung & Wei, 1999; Davis & Venkatesh,
1996; Kshetri & Cheung, 2002; Sarker & Wells, 2003) änd the different services accessible through these devices (Pedersen, Nysveen, & Thorbjomsen,
2002; Hung, Ku, & Char, 2003).
These studies' conüibution to diffrsion theory is twofold: They have
brought elaborated models on the causes ofadoption, allowing differentiation
between factors, arrd interrelations beyond simple two-variable-generalizations
to be empirically identified. They have also led to standardization of empirical
instruments, permitting competition and evolution of models.

Cukurol Studies, Uses-ond-gratificotions, Sociology of
Technology

A drird element of difirsion theory that

has been deepened recendy is the
question of how innovations are being actively implemented. Evidence has
shown that useß do not simply adopt innovations, but often reinvent them
in thc course of thcir implemcntation (Chaners & Pellegrin, 1972; cf. Rice
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& Rogers, 1980)- Rogers (1983) has only panially responded to rhis evidence by uaderlining that communication of innovations is not a one-way
process, by conceding that innovations can be reinvented by users in the
course of their implementarion, and by including four generalizations on
reinvention. However, the large majoriry of generalizations remain focused
on the binary adoption decision and a linear diffi:sion process. Thus, diffusion theory is still bound to the linear logic of the Lasswell formula with a
relatively clear allocation of rolcs between a limited number of very acrive
people who design innovations, and the large majority whose role is to take
the binary adoption decision later (Dearing & Meyer, 2006).
Mealwhile, both cultural studies and mass commulication theory have
replaced this communication model by evoking the more creative activities of
media users in 'decoding" (Hall 1980) ard seeking gratifications (Katz,
Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1973).
In Cabor.ral Srzller, Silverstone established the Dowestication apptoach,
analyzing how users "rame" the "wild" communication technology in their
everyday life (Silverstone & Haddon, 1996). This approach has since been
applied to a number of media such as personal compure6 (L,ehtonen, 2003;

200I), Internet (Bakardjieva, 2005), mobile telephones
(Haddon,2003; I-ehtonen,2003), and ,.video on demand" (Ling, Nilsen, &
Gmnhaug, 1999) (for an overview, see Berker, Harmann, Punie, & Ward,
2006).
The analysis ofnew media uses has also led to a.,revival,,of UG,4 (Ruggiero 2000, p. 20). Coming ftom innovations in relevision such as the temore
control (Walker & Bellamy, 1991), cable TV (Atkin, 1993; Heeter & Green
berg, 1985; Jacobs, 1995), video recorders (Lin, 1993) and video text
(Cowles, 1989), t}te approach was extended to personal computers (perse &
Dunn, 1998), computer games (Sherry, Lucas, Greenberg, & Lachlan,
2006), electronic bulletin boards Oames, Wotring, & Forest, 1995), websites (Eighmey & McCord, 1998), e mail (Dimmick, Kline , & Stafford,
2000) and chat (Leung,200t) as well as mobile telephones, personal digital
assistants (Trepte, Rann6, & Becker, 2003; peters & ben Allouch, 2005),
mp3 playcrs (Ferguson, Greer, & Reardon, 2OO7) and mobile multimedia
applications (Wei, 2008).
Otlrer approaches mainly ftom the Sociology of Technology describe how
innovations are "framed" (Goffrnan, 1974;'laylor & Harper, 2003; Ling,
2004), "socially consrructed" (Pi-nch & Bijker, 1984) or ,.socially shaped',
Venkatesh,

(MacKenzie & Wajman, 1985).
These perspectives have conuibuted to the understaading that the adopa new medium is not a single decision ro use a clear\ defined object
but rather a process of consecutive choices concerning the meaning and the

tiofl of

functions attributed to an imovation by users-which may change the very
face of the innovatio[ in the course of the diffrsion process (l4/irt]r, von
Pape, & IGrnowski, 2008). This idea can be traced back to Tarde (1962.
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1902), who describes the diffusion of innovatrons as a ndiance of waves
which may interfcre and refiact when entering different users' 'lifeworlds"

create new services. Finally, hackers are busy devcloping eDtirely new applica_
tions undesired by thc producer (e.g. bypassing commirmenrs to p.o.,iä...;.

Conclusion and Future Directions

it is undergoing major theoretical and methodological evolutions. These
are driven by influelces from §N.4-as the complementary approach most
age,

considered within Dlfzsl on of Innotatioos Thaorl so far-but also from social
psychological behavior theories, Culhanl Strarlies, Utetatud-GraNifca'tions
ar,d

So

cio

logy of

'I'ec bno logy.

Whether the choice to

use a specific medium can be sufficiendy explained

by ffaditional diflxsion theory or only with the additional support ofonc ofthe
advanccs outlined abovc, dcpends latgely on rie medium in question. This can
be illustrated by one concluding example: Apple's "iPhone" is on fust sight a
very clearly de6led innovatron, materialized in a specific artifact which is dis
tributed in a linear way ftom licensed agents to consumers-a process clearly
accounted for in the producer's sales 6gures. In tiis case, traditional diffusion
theory holds many helpful concepts in store. For example, a high rate ofadop-

But which services will users-legally or illegally-devclop urd institutional
izef To respond to these questions, t}te formerly clear line between develop
.

ers and users, conceprion and implementarion needs

to bc lilted.
Potentiai users will always be confronted with media innovations of
varying dynamic and complexity. Consequendy, diffusion theory needs to
propose a comprehensive toolkit from which researchers can pick the instru
ments which best apply to the adoption and implementation choices in question. To provide this option, two integrative step§ seem necessary for the
progress of difärsion research:

.

.

tion can be explained by the product's relatively lorv complexity and its high
observability as a status symbol (Rogers,2003, p.266). Further, the fact that
Apple cut prices by 33 percent after only six weeks on the market seems like a
logical move to keep the innovation aii'ordable as the adoption curve moves
onwards from the innovators to less pecunious segments-iust a§ described by
classical difftrsion theory (Rogers, 2003, p. 298). In terms of diffusion, this
move also gave momentum to the tecbnology, which is importan! in order to
achieve nehvork effects critical to this irnovation (cf. Markus, 1987). However,
both tie individual users' preferences ard the network effects can only rougtrly
be considered on the basis of diffirsion theory's bivariate generalizations, while
behavioral dreory and §N,4 pcrmit considering these factors in much more
detail: Studies on the diffusion of software and mobile Internet services show
that different innovation atffibutes are srlient for different adopters (Venkatesh,
Moris, Davis, & Davis 2003; Hsu, Lu, & Hsu 2007). SN./. shows that
network effects occur-for some innovations mther in the immediate per_
sonal network than in dre overall social system (Valente, 1996), and it helps
identi§, centrally positioned actors who influence diffusion within *reir net
works (Valente & Davis, 1999).
Finally, when looking bcyond the simple media devices, the question of
what consumers do with them becomes more relevant: Applc gains not only
through selling stylish devices, but also through various services available
from these devices ranging from entertainment to Internet and telephony
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(Fraser, 2007). The question thus becomes critical which services adopters
will choose to use in the course of implementation. Also, Apple propoi.,
developer kit with which technologically sophisticated users can themselves"

and thus change the innovations' character.

Diffusion of Innooations Tbeory is today a well established research perspec
tive offering a large spectrum ofheuristics ald gencralizations to understand
and predict the choice to filst use a new medium. Although centennial in

Diffusion

Integration of IPB and SNä to describe diffusion: It secms evidcnt thar
social norms, which play a determining role in IpB, are distributed along
specific network structures that could be analyzed via SN,4. On the other
hand, individual actors' perspectives may pcrmit us to understand factors
critical to SN,4 such as individual adoption thresholds, which are argu_
ably related to factors such as .,attitude,, and ,.subjective norrn.,,
IDtegration of approaches on implementation. This demands that wc
question the linear stmcture of diffusion and adoptiorr processes, and
emphasizes the users, creative contribution to the constructiol ofinno
vations (Meyer, 2004). Here, UG,4, Cultural Studies and Sociology of
Technology are promising approaches (Wirth ct aI., in press).

Notes
l. \Ätrile

Rogers considers edopter characterisrics as a part of rhe element ..time,', we

will treat tlem independendy here, to underline that they are a lacror potenrially
influencing 'time," as are .innovation,. ,,the social system,,, and ..communication,;;
2.

(see also Katz et al., 1963, who discriminate betwe€n-seven €l€ments)
The mostpopular and mosr comprehensire ,lrernauvc is Lhe *Brs\--curve. compris
ing in its funcrion borh a logistic model and an exponential model of difrrsion and
arry combination of both (Bass, 1969, lor än overview, see Meade & Islam, 2006).
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